
Customer Profile

Kingdom Trust is an independent qualified custodian 
regulated by the South Dakota Division of Banking. They 
specialize in unique and innovative custody solutions for 
individual investors, investment sponsors, family offices, 
advisory firms, broker-dealers and various other 
investment platforms. They currently serve over 100,000 
clients and have over $20 billion in assets under custody. 
Choice by Kingdom Trust is an app that allows users to 
save for retirement by investing in bitcoin and thousands 
of other assets without paying any capital gains taxes.

Challenge

With billions under management, and records for over 
100,000 clients, Kingdom Trust and Choice by KT have 
access to a plethora of sensitive financial records, 
custodial bank information, and IRA information making 
them lucrative targets for threat actors. With valuable 
financial details being shared on multiple platforms; data 
protection was a prime focus requiring a solution to 
decentralize the risk of third-party threats.

Solution

Worldr for Microsoft Teams was  implemented as a 
security layer on top of Kingdom Trust’s existing 
deployment of Microsoft Teams. A seamless integration, 
the entire roll-out was done in under 30 minutes without 
disruption or data loss. With their employees already 
accustomed to the Teams platform, there was no need for 
retraining or additional internal support.
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Results

 Kingdom Trust and Choice by KT could access internal 
database searches allowing Compliance teams to 
search, export and filter conversations to meet SEC,  
regulations

 Kingdom Trust issued a mandate across all divisions, 
that all sensitive communication must be shared 
within the Worldr secure chat only. This way no third-
party apps, including Microsoft themselves, could 
access their data.

Benefits

With the amount of sensitive data shared, including 
transaction, wire and account details; it was imperative to 
find a solution that could protect Kingdom Trust and their 
subsidies from third-party access or breaches and allow 
for data storage in the United States to meet compliance 
regulations.

Worldr offers us data security for our most 
sensitive customer data. An effortless 
implementation, we now feel protected 
against third-party threats.

Find out how Worldr protects your communications data.
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Ragnar Wayne 10:55

No I didn’t. That hashtag is trending, we should make a post today about it

Ragnar Wayne 10:55

Already sent her a message 

10:55

Agreed, can you get Izzy on it?

Request a demo today!

Worldr offers:

↳ Enforceable data localization

↳ Ownership of own encryption keys

↳ No third-party, including Microsoft, 
can access your data

↳ Employees continue using the 
platform they know

→ worldr.com

https://worldr.com/form/book-a-demo
https://worldr.com

